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Introduction
Crazy Cash Cow Finance is made by a crazy Swedish crypto believer that
thinks the space lacks an innovative way to create more value for both the
people of the world and help people in the understanding of men's mental
health.

Crazy Cash Cow Finance is about creating something that adds value in
synergy to those problems. Together with the power of smart contracts we
think it's possible for us to find a way where $CCCF could be seen as an
investment tool and at the same time a way of creating tools for people to
understand the overall stigma around men's mental health and create a
way to support it.

About Us
Crazy Cash Cow Finance is a purpose and community driven DeFi project.
$CCCF strongly believes that using smart contracts with a strong concept in
an exciting space will make a huge di�erence.

We need help!
We can only succeed if we can gather a large community of fellow thinkers
who understand that it’s not only about you or me, it’s about us all coming
together that will be the solution! You who believe in this also know that we
can grow strong and create changes for real if we stick together. We talk to
you as an investor, we do not demand much, just your support for our cause!



Tokenomics

Crazy Cash Cow Finance will also be used as a hyper-deflationary asset that
will have its initial liquidity locked through Medusa. By implementing a di�erent
buy and sell tax we can also tax sellers harder to bring more value for holders,
marketing and our buyback system.

Buy

● 1% go to the buyback tax.
● 4% goes to the holders as $BNB, proportionally split between the

holdings of the wallets.
● 2% go towards the marketing wallet.

Sell

● 3% go towards the buyback tax
● 6% goes to holders as $BNB, proportionally split between holdings of

the wallets.
● 3% go towards the marketing wallet.

So not only would Crazy Cash Cow Finance work as a token with focus on
men's mental health, but at the same time the holders would get rewarded

over time for holding.



What is the buyback exactly?
The buyback function of $CCCF aka The Crazy Train is funded by our buyback
tax which will act as a strategic hyper-deflatianary function.
The tokens that gets collected towards The Crazy Train from the Buyback tax
will be converted to BNB and stored in BigSwedes deployed contract address.
The contract is coded in such a way that the BNB can not leave the contract in
any other way than through the buyback function being activated, which
means that the only thing those funds could be used is through The Crazy
Train.. When The Crazy Train is released it will buy back all tokens from sells
happening from the time the buyback is activated and sending them straight
to the burn address. By doing this Crazy Cash Cow Finance will also give back
value to all holders of $CCCF by increasing the value per token each time the
buyback function would be called. Once the tokens are bought back they the
new BNB amount is added to the liquidity pool.

Maxwallet and maxTX

We believe that to make the project a success in regards to a steady liquidity
we would need to add in a few functions that would help the contract stop
anyone trying to destroy our mission. By implementing functions such as
MaxWallet and MaxTX we could create a way that a wallet won't have the
ability to purchase more than a total of 6% of the supply and not be able to
sell more than 2% of the supply. Since the maxwallet function exists no wallet
could hold over 6% of the total tokens.



Q1 -

Idea creation
White paper creation
Initial Liquidity gathering
Marketing plan for the launch

Q2 -

CG Application
Coinmarketcap application
Expanding the team.
500 Telegram members
First donation towards men’s mental health

Q3 -

Partnership with organizations
TBA


